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GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.
The Dunes of Belgium.—The coast-line of Belgium is fringed throughout by a

belt of sand-hills, which has a length of about 70 kilometres and a varying
breadth. At the lighthouse of Knocke the breadth is no less than 1500 metres ;
it diminishes towards Heyst, and between this town and Blankenherghe is only
40-50 metres. This diminution is continued towards Wenduyne, where the
zone is reduced to the condition of a mere embankment. Thence towards
Ostende it again, widens to 900 metres, is flattened out between Ostende and
Mariakerke, while from Mariakerke onwards to the French frontier there is,
roughly speaking, a continual increase in breadth to the maximum of about 2300
metres. These variations are sufficiently well marked to make them worth care-
ful study. They seem to be due to the combined action of wind and waves.
Where the dune-belt reaches a considerable breadth, the hills form little chains,
separated by damp depressions called "pannes." The mean height of the dunes
is about 15 metres ; the highest, situated near Nieuport, is 30 metres. They are
not composed of pure sand, for the soil contains small amounts of nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potassium salts ; in some localities, especially near the
French frontier, the sand is calcareous, and has in places by the action of water
been converted into calcareous grit. At the base of the dunes is a layer con-
taining water of good quality, but the water found in the "pannes" is absolutely
undrinkable. As is also the case in the north of France, it is found that the sea-
coast is the region where the rainfall is lowest, the mean being only 600 milli-
metres.—La Geographic, vi.

Chronology of Glacier Variation.—M. Charles Kabot has published an interest-
ing note on this subject, amplifying his previous results, which we have already
noticed in these pages. His study, alike of northern and of Alpine glaciers,
leads him to the conclusion that the variations of glaciers may be arranged in
two categories, first, the large or primary variations; and second, the small or
secondary variations. Those of the first type affect the whole of the glaciers of
the region in which they occur, they lead in the Alps to a displacement of the
anterior end of the glacier which varies in extent from one to two kilometres,
and their duration is more than half a century. In the second category are in-
cluded variations which are of limited duration, of slight amplitude (in the Alps
3-400 metres), and are of very limited extension in the country in which they
occur. M. Kabot gives a chronological table of the primary variations in the
Alps from the beginning of the seventeenth century to the present time, with
some notes on the known variations of the northern glaciers. An interesting
corollary from his observations is the prophecy that a period of increase of
the Alpine glaciers will set in within a few years, probably in 1907.—Archives
des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles, 14.

Meteorology of Edinburgh.—We have received Part in. of Mr. E. C. Mossman's
memoir on this subject (Trans. Boy. Soc. of Edinburgh, vol. xi. 3). The present
instalment contains new monthly and annual averages for the ten years 1891-
1900, the fifty years 1851-1900, and for longer periods, which embrace 137 years
in the case of mean temperature, 131 years for mean barometric pressure, 130
years for the non-instrumental phenomena, and 124 years for rainfall. Other
tables are also included, and further additions have been made to the chrono-
logical list of remarkable atmospheric and celestial phenomena. A plate shows
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the departure from the 'mean values of solar radiation in Edinburgh from 1889
t o 1 8 9 8 . • • • • ; • • • -

AFKICA.
Mission to Lake Tonad.—Through Keuter's agency there has been communi-

cated to the daily press an account of the British expedition recently sent out
with the object of establishing effective occupation of the region lying between
.the Niger and Lake Tchad. The prime object of the expedition in its earlier
stages was to put down slave-raiding in the Bautehi country, and this was
accomplished without difficulty. From Bautchi the expedition directed its steps
to the north-east towards the lake. On the road to Gombe the force passed
.through the fertile valley of the Gongola, where the country is open, and affords
grazing to large herds of cattle. After leaving Gombe, Mallam, the great slave-
raiding leader, was captured. Between Gujba and Maiduguri, open country was
traversed, containing scattered villages, inhabited by low-class Mohammedans, and
at Maiduguri good water was found, and a post established. On continuing the
journey an Arab country was entered with populous villages but a scarcity of
water. Eventually a small Arab encampment was reached, which was thought
to be on the shores of the lake. To the disappointment of the party, however,
it was found that although the spot marked the shore at the wet season, at this,
the dry season, the waters were still fourteen miles distant. When the lake was
finally reached, it was found that hippopotami and alligators were abundant,
while on the shores were herds of antelope, and all around great flocks of birds.
The islands of the lake are inhabited by a race of cannibals known as Badduma,
who have never been seen by white men. They are greatly feared by the people
of the shore, who will not venture near them. The nearest island is some seventy
miles from the shore. The water of the lake was found to be quite fresh, but the
wells in the vicinity were very salt. The shores of the Jake are very fertile, and
grow tobacco, cotton, and onions. From the lake the party marched to Kuka,
and subsequently returned to Maiduguri. On the return journey, active opposi-
tion was encountered from the hill cannibals of the Bassama country. These
people are said to have features very like those of the American Indians, and ride
bare-backed horses ; they wear no vestige of clothing, and fight with poisoned
arrows and spears.

British Central Africa Protectorate.—The report of Mr. Sharpe, Commissioner
of this Protectorate, has been recently published by the Foreign Office (Diplomatic
and Consular Reports, 2872). On the whole the condition of the Protectorate is
satisfactory. There was a decrease in the coffee production last year, but it is
estimated that the present year will prove a specially good one. Tobacco has
increased in amount. I t finds a ready market in Rhodesia, and it is hoped that
ultimately it may also find acceptance in the home market. The export of rubber
has decreased, owing to the exhaustion of the area of production. The amount
of rice under cultivation has increased, especially on the shores of the lake, and
there is a considerable local market for it. The roads have been greatly improved,"
and efforts are being made to facilitate the transport of goods. Game is abundant
and not decreasing, save in the immediate neighbourhood of European settle-
ments. A considerable amount of wheat is grown, and excellent flour is produced,
which finds a ready sale among the Sikhs and Europeans. The condition of the
natives is satisfactory, the country being quite peaceful, while military service
has become very popular with the natives. The health of the Europeans in the
Protectorate is more satisfactory than formerly; malaria is decreasing, and the
mortality of blackwater fever has diminished.

VOL. XVIII. 3 A
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650 ^ SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.

Gordon Memorial College at Khartoum.—This college, which Lord Kitchener
opened recently, is now ready for the Chemical and Bacteriological Research
Laboratories presented by Mr. Henry S. Wellcome during his Tecent visit to
the Sudan. The fixtures and appliances made in England have already been
shipped. The equipment for scientific work is most complete in every detail, and
will be equal to any similar laboratories in Europe.

The Sirdar has appointed as Director of these Research Laboratories, Andrew
Balfour, M.B., B.Sc, D.P.H., of Edinburgh, whose work in Bacteriology is well
known in professional circles.

The Sudan presents exceptional opportunities forthe study of tropical diseases,
especially malaria, typhoid, and dysentery, and it is anticipated that the results
of the investigations of Dr. Balfour and his staff will be of the greatest importance.,
Dr. Balfour will also assist the authorities in the investigation of the criminal
poisoning cases -which are very frequent in the Sudan. The character of the
poisons used by the natives is at present often obscure, and it is possible that the
work in. these laboratories may considerably increase our knowledge of toxic
agents.

Apart from the original researches and general sanitary work, Dr. Balfour and
his staff will devote their attention to the study of the cereals, textile fibres, and
various matters affecting the development of the agricultural and mineral resources
of the country.

AMERICA. .

West Indian Eruptions.—Dr. H. A. Alford Nichols gives in Nature some notes
on the outbursts of activity on the part of Mount Pele'e which took place at the end
of August, and culminated in the disastrous eruption of August 30. Dr. Nichols is
of opinion that the eruptions have been caused by the sea obtaining access to the
reservoirs feeding the volcanoes, and states that the discharge of steam and hot
water accompanying the late eruptions has been much greater than in the case of
the earlier ones. The eruption of the 30th was preceded on the 28th by a
magnificent electrical display, the zigzag flashes of lightning being accompanied
by reddish globes of fire which ascended and exploded, shooting out stars and
long rays. The fall of ash on the 30th and following days was heavy. The
destruction of lives and property at Morne Rouge and Carbet was very great,
and was produced by hot ashes and water. There has apparently been a consider-
able alteration of the bottom in the Caribbean Sea in the vicinity of the volcanoes,
but as yet the cable between Dominica and Martinique has not been repaired,
and the exact amount of change in the vicinity of Mount Pele'e has not been
ascertained.

Irrigation in the United States.—A Times correspondent gives an interesting
account of the Newlands Irrigation Law, recently passed by Congress, and its
probable effect on land-reclamation in America. The need for artificial irrigation

.in the States has become gradually more and more urgent, as the lands upon which
crops can be grown without its aid have been gradually taken up. It is estimated
by the Secretary of Agriculture that some 500 million acres of public lands remain
unused, or practically useless, on account of the lack of water. Of this enormous
area he believes that about one-fifth could be so reclaimed as to become arable
land, while the remaining four-fifths, lying further from water, must still be
utilised for grazing purposes, as at present, or await the growth of a system
dependent upon artesian wells. As this great area represents something like
one-fourth of the United States, exclusive of Alaska, and as much of it is naturally
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rich and fertile land, lending itself well to improvement, the importance of the
question in its larger bearings becomes at once apparent. Private settlers have
made many efforts to cultivate portions of the arid regions without artificial water,
but in almost all cases their efforts have ended in utter failure. The first suc-
cessful attempt at artificial irrigation was made by the Mormon settlers of Utah,
and their example was followed by large corporations and others, so that at present
some 100,000,000 to 200,000,000 dollars, it is estimated, have been sunk in irriga-
tion works. But it has been gradually recognised that since irrigation is necessary,
the amount of 640 acres, formerly permitted to each individual, is much too large.
The amount has now been cut down to 160 acres, and the new law ordains that
receipts from the sale of land in the arid regions shall be set apart in a separate
account in the Treasury for irrigation works. It is estimated that this sum will
amount to about 3,000,000 dollars per annum. But these works are not to be a free
gift to the settlers, for each one who avails himself of the water will be required
to pay into the fund during the first ten years of his occupation such a sum as may
be allocated as his proportion of the cost of the works. The scheme willthus be
self-supporting, and it is hoped that within the next thirty years it will lead to
the reclamation for arable purposes of 100,000 square miles of land.

POLAE.

Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.—At midday on Sunday, November 2,
this expedition left Troon on its voyage to the Far South. The weather was
exceedingly favourable, and a large party of interested spectators witnessed the
departure. The Scotia was accompanied by the Gleniffer and the Triton,
who escorted her to Kingstown, Dublin, which was reached on Monday. The
passage was entirely favourable, the ship proving perfectly satisfactory. The
Union Castle Line have presented coal to the expedition, arid the boat stopped
at Madeira for the purpose of taking it on board. Thence she will journey
to the Falkland Islands, where, at Port Stanley, the scientific work will begin.
Mr. Bruce expects to be in the ice by the beginning of 1903.

Before the departure of the expedition, a meeting of subscribers and others
interested was held in the Merchants' House, Glasgow, on October 22, when it
was explained by Mr. Bruce that the additional sum absolutely necessary to
enable the expedition to remain away for one year was ,£1000, but it was strongly
hoped that a sufficient sum would be forthcoming to permit of two years' work.
At this meeting several additional subscriptions were intimated.

As briefly noticed in our last number, the members of the expedition were
entertained by Sir John Murray to dinner before their departure. In replying to the
toast wishing success to the expedition, which was proposed by Sir John Murray,
Mr. Bruce emphasised anew the special nature of the work which they proposed
to attempt. While the expeditions now at work are chiefly concerned with
problems connected with land, the Scottish expedition's chief concern is to be
with the ocean, the vessel having been_ specially fitted out with a view to oceano-
graphical work, and more particularly to deep-sea dredging.

Peary's Results.—The accompanying sketch map, for which, together with the
following note, we are indebted to the American Geographical Society, shows the
region from Melville Bay to 84° 17' N., the point Mr, Peary attained last spring
in his remarkable sledge journey over the ice of the Arctic Ocean. This is
the region in which his great explorations of the past twelve years have been
made. As the map is designed specially to show the localities in which he has
laboured during his last four years' visit to Greenland, his earlier work is not
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652 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.

indicated, excepting his sledge routes over the inland ice between the neighbour-
hood of Inglefield Gulf and Independence Bay; his earlier -work, however,
includes surveys of Inglefield Gulf and adjacent coasts, and of the northern and
north-eastern coasts of Melville Bay, the locating of the Cape York meteorites,

&-,

PEARY'S
M>. FARTHEST
r<J® on n.c

ytWs-^ 'MRTKESTJ/^*'""' . Melville/ ,
-""<^ LooK»ooo r./g!. IK« « • Land J ̂ J-

KARY MURRAY l/rj-JJaZCn Lail(I . < f i A « ? 1

C O L iV / * '4?"^ . \ - . Hellprto/.^^

FARTHEST viwri . iSi^nsI^ar-^" IWftV:^

aai^^BesnTTeys of Coast. Lines
x x x x xx Snrvej9 of New Coast Line

Sledge Itoates to the North
+ + Supply Caches

hydrographical, glacial, meteorological and anthropological, investigations, and Hie
largest collections, illustrating several branches of science, ever brought from the
Arctic regions.

The map shows the locations of the various winter quarters occupied during
• the past four years ; the position of the food caches, to which were carried by
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sledge from Smith Sound large quantities of Supplies for northern sledge expedi-
tions ; the sledge routes up the channels.leading north from Smith Sound, and
also around the northern end of the archipelago to the north of Greenland, and
from Cape Hecla over the sea-ice to the most northern point yet attained in the
American Arctic. For purposes of comparison, the highest latitudes reached by
Markham arid Lockwood and Brainard are indicated. The point reached by
Peary is fifty-eight statute miles farther north than Lock-wood's farthest.
. The map also indicates the previously mapped coasts of which Mr. Peary has
made new surveys, and also the new coasts that he has discovered and mapped.
The positions of the coasts where these phases of work have been carried out are
merely indicated, as the details of the surveys can be given only on maps of
larger scale. A sketch map on a much larger scale, showing the region of
intricate channels, penetrating deeply into the land between Cape Sabine and
Cape Hawks, resurveyed by Peary, appears in the Bulletin of the American
Geographical Society for 1899.' That map also shows the deep inlet (Cannon
Bay) south of Greely Fiord, whose extent was discovered by Peary on his sledge
journeys of 1898-99.

The map material resulting from Mr. Peary's long journeys during the past
four years will be of great value for the improvement of the atlas sheets of this
portion of the Arctic regions. :

GENERAL.

Foucault's Pendulum Experiment.—As is well known, fifty years ago Foucault
succeeded in demonstrating the rotation of the earth by means of a pendulum
experiment. On Wednesday, October 22, the centenary of the experiment was
celebrated in the Pantheon at Paris by a, repetition of it under the auspices of the
Astronomical Society of Paris. A very large audience was present, and an
address was delivered by M. Camille Flammarion, President of the Astronomical
Society. An illustration showing the way in which the experiment was con»
ducted will be found in the Daily Graphic of October 24.

Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, Queensland.—We are informed by
this Society that the Thomson Foundation Gold Medal will be awarded to the
author of the best original paper (provided it be of sufficient merit) on each of the
following subjects, the papers to be sent in by the date named :—(1) The com-
mercial development, expansion, and potentialities of Australia ; or, briefly put,
the commerce of Australia (July 1, 1903); (2) the pastoral industry of Australia,
past, present, and probable future (July 1, 1904) ; (3) the geographical distribution
of Australian minerals (July 1, 1905) ; (4) the agricultural industry of Australia
(July 1, 1906).

The competition is open to members and non-members of the Society alike,
whether residing in Australasia or elsewhere.

COMMEECIAL GEOGRAPHY.

The All-British Pacific Cable.—On October 1 the last link of this cable was
completed at Fiji, and various congratulatory telegrams passed along the wires.
As is pointed out by a Times correspondent, the completion of the cable brings
the Australian Commonwealth some 10,000 miles nearer to the Dominion of
Canada, and the world is now encircled by a wire which, except for Madeira and
St. Vincent, passes through purely British territory. The new cable is more than
8000 miles long, and is built up of five sections, which are as follows :—"Vancouver
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654 SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE.

to Fanning Island (3653 miles), thence to Fiji (2181 miles), to Norfolk Island
(1019 miles), and then to Moreton Bay, Queensland (906 miles), and New Zealand
(513 miles).

The Han Eiver District.—The Journal of the Board of Trade contains extracts
from'a report on the Han river, a large tributary of the Yang-tse, which enters the
latter close to Han-kow. The report has been received from our Minister in
Peking. The country through which the Han flows from Siang-yang to Han-kow,
a distance of 496 miles, is a rich grain-producing region, from which spring,
summer, and autumn crops are obtained. Wheat and barley are mostly grown.
A large quantity of surplus grain from this part of Hu-peh finds a market at
Han-kow. The districts higher up than Siang-yang produce sesamum in large
quantities. Rice is little grown, except near Han-kow and above An-lu. The
people live chiefly on bread of different kinds. Besides grain the chief produce of
the region is cotton, silk, kao-liang, from which wine is distilled, and beans. The
junks bound down the river carry cargoes of grain, sesamum, and beans, which
find a distributing centre at Han-kow. In fair weather these junks pass the likin
stations on the river at the rate of 300 a day, which represents a large carrying
trade. As far as An-lu there is no town of any considerable size, and such towns
as exist are merely convenient depots for storing grain, oil, etc., intended for the
Han-kow market; and warehouses for produce are found in all these towns.
There is also some cotton-spinning and cloth-making by hand looms. Siang-yang
is an important centre ; Lao-ho-kau, on the river higher up, is also a distributing
centre of some size, and is the most important place on the river upwards from
Han-kow so far. It takes cotton yarn and piece goods, foreign oil, sugar, etc.,
from Han-kow. It sends down sesamum, beans for bean-cake; British and
German merchants in Han-kow do a large business by chartering junks to convey
these staples down to Han-kow. The river is not suitable for steamers, and even
with junks the risks are considerable owing to the uncertainty of navigation.
The foreign trade on the Han is inconsiderable compared with the native trade,
and it is likely to remain so as long as the river is the only trade-route. The
ascending junk traffic is necessarily slow and tedious, though freight is moderate,
the carriage of six tons to "Siang-yang costing about ,£3, or about 10s. per ton.
No towns of importance can possibly spring up on the river below Siang-yang, for
the risk of freshets washing them away would be too great, and the river is liable
to change its course in an extraordinarily short time, leaving towns which were
once on its banks some miles away inland. This has occurred to An-lu. The
houses at present on this part of the river are mere wooden mat sheds. The
winding and uncertain course of the stream and the heavy freshets in summer
prevent the stream from ever becoming a trade-route of great importance.

The Tigris and the Trade of Baghdad.—Major Newmarch, the Acting British
Consul-General in Baghdad, in a report on his district for the past year, says that
no description of the trade of the district would be complete without reference to
the magnificent river Tigris, which is the chief means of communication between
it and the outer world. The navigation, however, is growing increasingly difficult
owing to the -neglect of dredging, and the absence of supervision over the local
Arabs, who cut channels and primitive canals in careless and unscientific ways.
These cause the river to silt up, or to open out into broad shallows at awkward
places, and thus lead to the restriction of steamer traffic, which helps largely to
keep open the existing channels. If the proper preservation of the river received
attention, the trade of the town and adjacent districts would be increased, and the
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country would be developed to an extent that would amply repay the expenditure
on the river. The export of wool declined last year owing to the great mortality
amongst the Arab flocks on account of unfavourable weather leading .to a scarcity
of pasture. The market for mohair also was bad, as was that for galls from
Mosul. Nearly all grain crops were short and of inferior quality owing to lack
of rain and the low water in the Tigris, but the date harvest was excellent in
quality as well as quantity, and the poorer classes fell back on dates more than
ever, in consequence of the scarcity in grain. The main exports from the district
are wool, which is by far the most important of all, gum, galls, skins and hides,
carpets and mohair. The carpets are from Persia, Baghdad being merely a place
of transit. The import trade in piece-goods was large last year, the demand from
Persia and Kurdistan being considerable, and it was this trade that suffered
chiefly by the deficiency in navigation, as bales of goods sometimes remained at
Basra for months before they found a conveyance to Baghdad. The Euphrates
and Tigris Company alone conveyed cloths to the value of over one million sterling
to Baghdad last year. This trade is increasing owing to an extension of the
system of giving long credits to small dealers by firms having the control of goods
consigned for sale by manufacturers at home.—Times.

The Condition of the Philippines.—Mr. Sinclair, the British Acting Consul at
Manila, in his report for the past year states that trade has not come up to the
expectations formed of it. Imports were deficient owing to the unsettled state of
the country and the scarcity of money. Exports, too, are less than in the previous
year. As to the general condition of the islands, Mr. Sinclair says that the island
of Luzon, north of Manila, is pacified, life and property being as safe as in Europe,
save possibly close to the few head-hunting tribes left in the most inaccessible
mountains ; but even these are being kept in check by the new police. This
island contains the most important tobacco and rice districts in the archipelago,
and several important British rice mills are situated along the Manila and Dagupan
railway. The pacification of the district, and especially of the elevated province
of Benguet, has led to the establishment in the latter of a sanatorium at Bagnio, a
project mooted in Spanish times, but only now taking practical shape. A light
railway is designed to. connect it with Manila. In Southern Luzon a guerilla
warfare was going on until early this year, and hemp and copra, the main produc-
tions of the region, suffered considerably by the closing of the lake and seaports.
Mindoro is also pacified, although it was the scene of much military activity last
year. The island, in spite of its nearness to Manila, is one of the least known of
the group, owing to its rugged character and bad climate. Mr. Sinclair thinks it
may become valuable for cattle breeding, though at present it is of no commercial
importance. Samar, one of the most important hemp islands, gave great trouble
to the military authorities last year. The island is rough and covered with
thick jungle, penetrated by narrow trails, from which the American troops were
sniped without much risk to the rebels. The neighbouring island of Leyte, also
chiefly producing hemp, has been under civil rule for some time, but has been
suffering from brigandage. Most of the towns are now open to trade. As to the
important island of Panay, the centre of Philippine sugar production, it is now
quiet, and so is the large island of Negros close by, save for one district. The
Vice-Consul at Iloilo, the sugar port in Panay, says that the police are now fully
established there, while all the chief towns have schools with American teachers.
The main drawback is want of communication, the roads being bad, and in the
rainy season almost impassable. There is some talk of a railway, which would
give a great impetus to trade. Another very important island for trade is Cebu,
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having .the. port of the same name. This, too, is now settled. Cebu is daily,
increasing in importance as a hemp port, being centrally situated as regards the,
main sources of supply. The harbour is good, and large vessels are able to lie
close to the shore, and thus escape the heavy lightering expenses .'necessary in.
Manila, "

As to Mindanao, the great southern island of the archipelago, and next to >
Luzon the largest of all, it is, except' as to the coast, almost terra incognita. ' Its,
area is about 36,000 square miles, and much of it has never been explored. The,
population consists mainly of Mohammedan'Malays, who were never subdued by-,
the Spaniards, and still continue truculent. Hemp, rubber, gums, and other>
tropical products are exported, and when roads are constructed the forests wilL
become a source of profit. A number of deep rivers run far into the island;
through rich land suitable for sugar and other plantations. Samboanga, the,
chief port, lies on the track of vessels from Australia to Manila. The western;
extremity of the island tapers off into the Sulu Archipelago, which is more in :

touch with Singapore than with Manila. The south-western boundary of the
Philippines is the long, narrow island of Palnan, or Paragna, which has little
trade importance, except that from it and some of the neighbouring small islands,
large quantities of beche-de-mer and material for birds'-nest soup are sent to Hong-
kong for consumption by the Chinese. The trade of the southern islands is
chiefly in the hands of Chinese. Mr. Sinclair summarises the situation as;
follows :—" The islands are pacified, but in an impoverished condition consequent,
on the events of the past five years. Not only has there been a great loss of life
among the natives owing to war, but rinderpest and the " surra" disease have-
reduced the supply of draught animals to such an extent that all cultivation is
seriously hampered. Eice, the staple food of the islands, has suffered most:
seriously, as not only has the actual amount planted been smaller than usual, but
owing to drought the last year's crop was light." The local authorities favour the'
introduction of Chinese labour, but this is opposed from Washington. With one:

or two exceptions no steps have yet been taken to improve communications ; the
authorities are disposed to leave railways to private enterprise, but there is no,
inclination just yet to invest money in the Philippines, even the schemes for
electric tramways in Manila, which are greatly needed, having failed on this
account. British trade still maintains its predcmiEant position in the archi-
pelago. Last year, out of an import trade valued in all at 32f million dollars in
gold (or, roughly, 6i millions sterling), very nearly half went from British ports.
The exports amounted to 20| million dollars, of which 13 | millions went to-
British ports. Last year 913,349 bales of hemp were exported, six-sevenths of
which were sent by British firms. A reduction in the export to British ports may-
be expected this year/owing to the abolition of the export duty on hemp sent to
the United States. The total quantity exported will probably increase largely in,
the next few years, for, as tranquillity is re-established, larger areas will be planted
with this valuable crop, which is not difficult to grow and is popular with the;

natives. The exports of sugar, copra, and tobacco have fallen, but the causes,
appear to be.local and temporary.- . •,
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